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Material composition

ID Quantity Name

Ventilation

1 233851 4 Central Ventilation device LWZ 70 E

2 185358 1 Remote control FEZ

Hot water

3 073481 4 Instantaneous water heater DHC 8

Central heating

4 220725 10 Wall mounted convector CNS 50 U
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Product informations

Categorie Ventilation

Position 1

ID 233851

Quantity 4

Categorie Ventilation

Position 2

ID 185358

Quantity 1

Remote control FEZ
Lüftung > Lüftungsgeräte mit WRG > Zubehör

Central Ventilation device LWZ 70 E
Lüftung > Lüftungsgeräte mit WRG > Basisbaureihe

Compact devices for ventilating apartments and detached houses; heat recovery from the extract air via the 

cross counterflow heat exchanger; easily replaceable filter (G 3) for filtering the outside and the extract air; air 

duct connections at the top of the device; three optional air flow rates. Freestanding or wall mounted installation; 

casing made from zinc-plated and powder-coated sheet steel. 

The FEZ is a remote control with day time switch and operating mode switch for controlling the fan stages of 

compatible ventilation units. A selector switch enables changeover between party mode, day mode, night mode, 

standby and automatic mode. In automatic mode, changeover between day and night mode is effected by the 

day time switch. Control indicator for "party" and "filter change", a time-dependent filter change indication and 

integrated power reserve.
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Product informations
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Categorie Hot water

Position 3

ID 73481

Quantity 4

Categorie Central heating

Position 4

ID 220725

Quantity 10

Instantaneous water heater DHC 8
Warmwasser

Sealed unvented (pressure-tested), hydraulically controlled instantaneous water heater for supplying several 

draw-off points in close proximity to each other. Tubular heater element inside a pressure-tested copper cylinder. 

Also functions with low water pressure.

Convector heaters in an attractive design with a low profile unobtrusively blend into their surroundings. Suitable 

for rooms that are not heated constantly, e.g. bathrooms, hobby rooms, holiday homes and guest rooms.

Wall mounted convector CNS 50 U
Raumheizung
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Material composition

Legal note

Stiebel Eltron shall not provide any guarantees that the information, values and data provided, or values,

information and recommendations determined with the aid or on the basis of such information, values and data,

are complete, accurate, correct or current in every respect.

Stiebel Eltron shall reserve the right to make changes to the data, values and information provided at any time

and without prior notification.

Errors excepted. Subject to changes.

None of the information, values and data provided or the values, information and recommendations determined

with the aid or on the basis of such information, values and data constitutes any basis for a financial decision or

for any other purpose, but rather is merely initial non-binding information as an initial guide.

Under no circumstances should the following design tool be considered a substitute for consultation with Stiebel

Eltron or another authorised expert engineer.

Please contact Stiebel Eltron or another authorised expert engineer in relation to specific project design.

Stiebel Eltron shall accept no liability for losses of any kind that may arise from the use of information, values

and data provided, or values, information and recommendations determined with the aid or on the basis of such

information, values and data. This exclusion of liability shall not apply if the loss is due to intent or gross

negligence on the part of Stiebel Eltron or in the event of a fatality, physical injury or damage to health.
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